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(Faber Piano Adventures ). The 2nd Edition Performance Book is a solo collection of 28 effective

pieces that reinforce the concepts presented in the Primer Lesson and Theory Books. Fanciful

lyrics, colorful artwork, and sophisticated teacher duets enrich the learning experience. Contents

include: In the Jungle * The Doorbell * The Shepherd's Flute * Hot Cross Buns * Banana Split *

Listen to the Drums * Classical March * The Opposite Song * Rex, the Tyrannosauraus * Trumpet

Song * and more.
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My daughter is six and she just started piano not more than seven months ago. Her teacher started

her on the Piano Adventure series, beginning with the Primer books. There are four books that work

together and she uses all of them (performance, technique, theory and lesson). I cannot believe

how much she has improved with only five minutes of practice from these books every day. They

are easy to understand, are quite methodical, and move at a good pace for young learners. I can

see why the piano teacher chose this series. My daughter is just finishing the Primer books and is

moving onto Level 1. We are very happy with her progress.

I have tried most method books on the market as a piano teacher of 33 years and love this one for

young beginners. It is clear in giving new information and allowing the fine motor coordination to



hook up in these little ones brains.

This is an excellent starter book for your student pianist. If you child is willing to work a little, this

book will help in a simple format that takes them through various stages of learning how to play.

I really love this set. My son has just started piano lessons and I appreciate the clear but also the

fun way of teaching the basics of piano theory with lessons, games/adventures, and simple pieces!

My daughter tried a sample lesson at a big music company that claimed all the books and materials

were supplied to us and that's why the price was so (ridiculously) high...at the sample lesson they

told us to buy these books--that's not all included so we are waiting for a place with cheaper lessons

to start up and in the mean time my daughter is gaining great knowledge anf skill from these books.

This is a great piano method for kids who are "emergent" readers, or not quite reading but close.

The pages are colorful and fun, with a variety of activities with each song. I pick and choose which

activities to do based on student interest and ability. Songs are fun and include some familiar

favorites.

This book was recommended by our piano teacher together with the other Piano Adventures books.

It has been a great tool for him. It is helpful to be able to work at the appropriate pace for each skill

but would be nice to have it all in one book so he didn't have to shuffle between 4 different books.

The approach to learning notes and playing is wonderful.

My 5 year old son was told to get this set of Primer books from his piano teacher. He is a first time

student. He loves the workbook pages and has taken well to the music he is assigned to learn. I

think it is a great intro to piano. Also, I was able to buy all the books together and they came quickly,

as usual!
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